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This book covers all the shapely and collectible Giulia coupes, including the fabulous lightweight GTA racer.
Recognised the world over as THE book of the Alfa GT and GTA models, it tells the story of the Giulia from
Giugiaros drawing board to the showrooms, roads and racetracks of the world. Also included is practical

advice from leading experts on buying, restoring and caring for Alfa's classic Coupe together with production
figures, road test data, homologation papers, addresses of clubs and specialists, reproductions of

contemporary ads and brochure pages and much, much, more. Reissued due to popular demand, this book is
now available in paperback.

Based on the Giulia Quadrifoglio which even in its regular 505. Born in 1965 GTA is the legendary acronym
for Giulia Gran Turismo Alleggerita meaning lightened gran turismo a special tuned version of the Giulia GT
built from Autodelta. Derived from our stateoftheart performance sedan Giulia GTA and Giulia GTAm are

equipped with an enhanced version of the Alfa Romeo 2.9 V6 BiTurbo engine with 540 HP.

Gta Johnny

Introduced in February of 1965 the Alfa Romeo GTA has become a thing of legend. This article is used and.
The Alfa Romeo Giulia GTA is priced at an MSRP of 155000 est. They were the successors to the Giulietta
Sprint coupé. GT Electric Alfa Romeo GT Junior 13001600 . RARITY Original Alfa Romeo Giulia Sprint GT
Veloce GTA GTC spare parts catalog. The Totem Alfa Romeo GT Electric starts as a regular Giulia GTA a
homologation special that debuted. Visually similar to the standard Giulia GT it was comprehensively

reengineered transforming it from an affordable sports car to a spectacular giantkiller. Redirected from GT
1300 Junior The Alfa Romeo 105 and 115 series coupés were a range of cars made by the Italian

manufacturer Alfa Romeo from 1963 until 1977 based on a shortened floorpan from the Giulia saloon. ALFA
ROMEO GT V6 TUNED BBS by Markos Kass updatededited by Dennis Plinke and Assettoland. Thanks to

the adoption of ultralight materials such as carbon fiber aluminum and composites Giulia GTAm also
achieves an outstanding weightpower ratio thanks to a weight reduction of 100 kg. A red Alfa Romeo Giulia

GTA being driven on a track.
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